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In the Japanese city of Osaka, seven moneylenders have been found dead in mysterious
circumstances.While investigating this, Ennin and his servant Kukai are invited to attend a major
sumo tournament...And then one of the 'rikishi' (sumo wrestlers) drops down dead in front of
them...Meanwhile, nearby, a female artist creates woven designs of dazzling complexity and
breathtaking color...Her mysterious assistant expertly dyeing the threads in a steam-filled room
with brick ovens...What could possibly connect all these things together...?Ennin
investigates...This is the 33rd Ennin mystery.Ebook Tops reviews for ENNIN (various titles)'An
excellent Japanese detective series... I enjoy each and every story...' R. Russell'Entertaining
read with Holmesian overtones, but very different setting...' Gerry H'Once you start this, I'm
betting you won't be able to set it down until you finish it...' Judy'The author weaves intrigue,
subterfuge and cunning into a very enjoyable story...' J. Cepeda'Historical setting and cultural
background are excellently researched...' D. Werdin'Wonderful... Like a Japanese room
arrangement with clean lines keeping clutter to a minimum...' AcerAcer'Ben Stevens is
masterful. I can't wait to read his next set of stories...' Kindle Customer'This Japanese detective
is a fine addition to the burgeoning field of Asian historical detectives which began with Judge
Dee (China) and runs through I.P. Parker's Akitada...' Mcb.'If you like the Akitada books, you will
enjoy this....' Mamakile'Something out of the ordinary... Well worth the read...' Ebook Tops
Customer'The Sensei is a brilliant detective. Ben Stevens, as always rocks. He's one heck of a
storyteller...' Lisa'I can't stop reading this series! If you love historical mysteries, you will love the
period and cultural detail...' Pauline'Atmosphere, poetry and menace...' ThisandThat'A feudal
Japanese Sherlock Holmes... This ever-evolving excellent series... Vivid imagery and graphic
detail which are a trademark of this writer...' Deborah Chaytor'Try it... and like it... I don't look for
mysteries from the middle ages, even ones set in Japan, but for some reason I love this series...
Well-written...' Ebook Tops Customer'The story develops wonderfully...' Dave. N'Loved it!...
Simply amazed... I thoroughly enjoyed this read...' Edwina Callan'Cleverly written and filled with
facts regarding old Japan.... Very similar to Holmes and Watson...' Eileen Sedgwick'Good job.
Very enjoyable...' Sid'If you like the Akitada books, you will enjoy this...' Mamakile'I loved this...'
MaidenStull'A prime example of deductive reasoning, set within feudal Japan...' Jennifer'Ennin
and his faithful servant are the Holmes and Watson of the East. The mysteries are well plotted.
Sesshu is the Moriarty of the piece. If you are a Sherlock fan you should like Ennin...' Ebook
Tops Customer, NJ United States'The mysteries are intriguing and unusual... Couldn't put the
stories down... Well worth the price...' Jay Gold'Mystery from historic Japan... like Holmes and
Watson, but in an Asian setting...' Nysaa'Good book... the story takes you back in time...'
Santex'Very powerful...' Bill'Delightful short story... Enjoy!...' PeaTee (TOP 500
REVIEWER)'(The) Ennin series is intriguing... Recommend these stories to all...' Chris'Stevens
has created an interesting character and placed him in in a colorful place and time in history.
Stevens is cranking out stories with a certain rapidity now. That's great news to those of us who



enjoy his stories....' Abby Normal'Atmospheric, intriguing and entertaining... feels as if it is both
contemporary and traditional...' Kenny51'The puzzles are ingenious...' D.T JCover image:
Kobayashi Kiyochika / Kanda Shrine at Dawn / Public Domain



The Sumo WrestlerAlmost everyone had heard of Kato already, of course. The famous 350-
pound, six-foot rikishi – sumo wrestler – who cared little for etiquette or tradition, destroying his
opponents the length and breadth of Japan as he rose rapidly up the sumo ladder. He frequently
liked to indulge in sake (which still never affected his performance in the dohyo – the semi-
circular ring), which also on occasion caused him to grab male well-wishers by their genitalia,
leading them yelping around some inn or other such place.On another occasion – again at an
inn, where Kato was staying the night – a foreign customer in the room next to his dared
complain about the noise late in the evening, coming from Kato’s room where the massive rikishi
was busy entertaining some geisha. Kato promptly settled the matter by throwing the gaijin out
of a second-floor window. For a while, it seemed as though the man might die from his injuries,
and when he at last recovered Kato was obliged to pay a significant amount of money in
damages.Not that he cared. Still under thirty, he was already extremely wealthy, and could thus
well afford to ‘pay off’ anyone who suffered because of his drunken behavior. In the dohyo,
meanwhile, he rarely bowed to or even acknowledged his opponent – something for which he
was regularly reprimanded, though much he cared for that – and, moreover, often waved one
clenched fist in the air, when he won a match.Such behavior is, of course, entirely anathema in
the world of sumo. Even if a rikishi has just won a match for which they have been in training for
many months, against their ultimate opponent, they are still expected to display no more
emotion than if someone had simply informed them that it is raining outside. But Kato was a law
unto himself, and completely unstoppable. His unbelievable arrogance was matched only by his
sheer physical power, and all those who found themselves in his way (both in the dohyo as well
as outside of it) were mercilessly dealt with. And now, today, in a gigantic tournament building
containing several thousand spectators, Kato stood the chance of becoming yokozuna – the
highest rank in sumo. Traditionally, yokozuna have had to conduct themselves with extreme
dignity at all times; yet no one was expecting any such behavior from Kato, if he happened to win
today. His opponent was a powerhouse from Hokkaido, quiet, respectful and apparently teetotal
– in every way the opposite of Kato.The atmosphere was charged, here inside this huge
tournament building. My master and I had come to this city of Osaka to investigate a string of
suspicious deaths – of moneylenders, those wealthy men who are still so despised and belittled
by the samurai class for their conspicuous greed. My master (whose ethics are often like those
of the samurai) would not have touched this case, but the wife of one of the dead men had
travelled especially to see him, and while performing a full kneeling bow, her voice choked with
tears, had begged for his assistance. And so we had spent several days quietly looking into the
deaths of the seven men, which had all occurred within the space of a year. Several had died in
their beds… Another one had been found slumped at his desk, having suddenly expired in the
act of counting out a sum of money… All appeared to have suffered some sort of massive heart
attack or stroke, although they were not all old, or obese, as moneylenders are typically
portrayed in such things as novels and theatrical performances.My master’s skillful
investigations into this matter had exposed a number of unsavory details – one married man had



several mistresses, for example, while another had a predilection for teenage boys – but nothing
which suggested that the deaths of the seven moneylenders had been anything other than
natural.But seven such men? And all in the space of one year? This surely stretched the
boundaries of coincidence too far…
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Carolyn Hertz, “Intriguing short story.. The Sumo Wrestler by Ben Stevens is intriguing. I gave
this short book four stars.Sumo wrestlers have always fascinated me. Kato was a wrestler who
rose the sumo ladder fast in spite of arrogantly disregarding tradition.I received a complimentary
kindle copy in an Amazon promotion. That did not change my opinion for this review.Link to
purchase: 
  
The Sumo Wrestler (An Ennin Mystery #33)”

Abby Normal, “Stevens Keeps On Delivering. This is a great series. Anyone who enjoys
Sherlock Holmes will enjoy the similarities in Stevens' characters and Doyle's. Fresh plots,
exotic locale, who-done-its, and a unique set of protagonists. I've read all the Ennin series and
look forward to each new adventure.  Highly recommended.”

M. Dowden, “Ennin in Osaka. Narrated by Kukai as is usual, he and his master, Ennin are in
Osaka looking into how seven money lenders have mysteriously died in the past year. Whilst
there they also take in the competition to see whether Kato, the young and arrogant Sumo
wrestler will win his latest match.As Kato’s opponent dies in the ring so Ennin is taken to see the
girlfriend of the winning man, who is an artist. As such you do not have to be a genius to realise
who the killer is, but there is a mystery, in how exactly such murders were done.But can Ennin’s
explanation stand up in court? This is another enjoyable short tale featuring the clever
Japanese detective as he travels the length and breadth of Japan solving crimes.”

The book by Ben Stevens has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 4 people have provided feedback.
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